My Pill Reminder App

My Pill Reminder App
A simple reminder tool to take medicines

Industry:
Healthcare

Location:
Too many people struggle with remembering when it's their medicine time. By leveraging the

India

technologies, Andolasoft has brought “My Pill Reminder App” that helps to remind you about your
medication time, on time.
We conceptualize a mobile app that uses the Alarm Ringing system to prevent the patients from
missing their medication for the day.

About the App
Over the past 25+ years (yup
that’s my expertise ‘n’
experience in the
Information Technology

My Pill Reminder is a free-to-use Android Application, developed by Andolasoft, that allows users
to set reminders for each medicine dosage within this application.
With the custom input fields, users can input their medicine details like Medicine Name,
Description, Date, Time, and set reminders for multiple medicines at different time intervals.

domain), I’ve been consulting
to small, medium and large
companies‘ bout Web
Technologies, Mobile Future
as well as on the

Problems without My Pill Reminder

good-and-bad of tech.
Blogger, International
Business Advisor, Web
Technology Expert, Sales
Guru, Startup Mentor,
Insurance Sales Portal Expert
& a Tennis Player.

Forget to take medicine dose due to busy schedules
Forget about dosage like OD, BD, After Food, Before Food
Took the wrong medicine
Multiple persons taking multiple doses of your family
Forget to take medicines that have a long gap
Not able to track intake of sports supplements
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Not able to maintain the frequency of Birth Control Pills
Not sure about the intake of Vitamins
Not able to figure out the overdosage
Medicine intake irregularities
Reactions due to the overdosage
Not able to refill the recurring medicines

Benefits with My Pill Reminder App:

Simple to set up and use
Get a reminder for each medicine intake time

My Pill Reminder App

View daily, monthly medication schedule at once

A simple reminder tool to take medicines

Take the right dose at the right time
Never miss out the dosage
Not to remember the dosage for your family

Technology Used:
SQLite, Firebase crashlytics and
analytics, FCM push notification,

Maintain the dosage frequency
Prevent the overdosage
Avoid Irregularities

Firebase RTDB, PDF Viewer,

Pill Inventory to track refills

Java mail API

Refill reminder
Keep your family safe from overdose complications
Family sharing
Pill reminder app for all medications

Summary:

Gamification for taking medicine
Customizable theme and alarm settings

Andolasoft, the web and mobile

Pill tracker with journal for skipped and confirmed intakes

app development company has

Save time

developed this healthcare app to
maintain your health with a
regular intake of medicines.

Use Case

Unlimited Medicine for all profiles
can be added to the pill
reminder list.

Users need to install the “My Pill Reminder App” on their devices.
Users need to input the medicine details like Name, Description, Dose,

My Pill Reminder App has achieved
great success. Many have

Time, Date, Intake Quantity, Stock Quantity according to the prescriber.
All notifications within the app setting.

downloaded the app from the play
store and have achieved great

The application will ring the alarm accordingly

results.

Andolasoft Engagement
Andolasoft is a trusted web and mobile apps development company based in San Jose, CA, USA
and a proven partner for all your web and mobile app development needs. We believe we have the
right experience to help you with the same

Are you interested in developing and maintaining your application by Andolasoft! Please
email us your details at info@andolasoft.com and we will get back to you as quick as
possible.
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